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we would like to remind our native people once
again especially our younger people that their positive
strength lies in what they are products of their own
ancestors whose blood courses in their veins

from time to time we hearhear some people say
that the learning processes of the native children in

caucasian schools are being held back because they or
their parents persist in holding on to the old times we
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unequivocally disagree with this concept because it is one
way of weakening the will of the native people to force
the native youngsters to forget what they are or what
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they were is to undermine their very spirit of being it is

more probable that if the native child has a thorough know-
ledge of his own background and heritage he would be
more equipped to learn the new concepts of life he will be
subjectedsub actedected to from here on in

spain was never quite able to make mexico exactly
like spain great britain made a dent in india nor was

france able to contain vietnamese the united states
itself failed badly in americanizingAmerican izing the american indians
all of these are rather dismal failures if cultural spiritual
wars were written these would have to be recorded as
spiritual defeats cultural spirit of man anywhere in the
world is a formidable opponent its defeat by force only
creates shells in human forms that are pliable as putty
these types of people are miserable examples of mankind
who neither have a spirit of their own nor will of their
own

A native japanese despite his particular culture can
become a superbly educated man in an american univer-
sity frenchman chinaman russian german korean
and other nationalities can do the same why not an
aleut indian or eskimo in alaska

we do not believe that a cultural heritage of a people
is a deterrent to proper education the deterrent would be
when the native student has been divested of his identity
in which case he would be partially alienated to his own
people nor would he altogether feel that hebe belongs to the
new culture he is studying

during the recent world eskimo olympics at the
university of alaskasalanskas patty gymnasium the upward
bound native students performed their eskimo and indian
dances their dance performances might not have been as
artfully done as their elders might have done them but
what stood out was their obvious spirit pride and confi-
dence with which they performed they had something
more than fun in doing what they did those persons who
have been in charge of their orientation toward college
studies should be warmly commended because no doubt
the students will enter college with a little more courage
than they would have been if their heritages had been
ignored

we will say again that the strength spirit will and
courage to perservereperserveraperservere is the cultural background of a
people time proven heritage is one of the finest equip-
ment a native person can have because the system has
enabled his ancestors to conquer untold dangers and pit-
falls that constantly faced them in their severe environ-
ment this strength properly infused into the learning
processes can be a source of pride in the venture of educa-
tion that our young people will be seeking from now on
it cannot be a deterrent bacausebacasse it was also an achieve-
ment intricately and profoundly established by our ances-
tors which gave them will to persevere in facing some of
the greatest odds ever faced by man


